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-------------------------------------------------------------------------***-----------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT:- A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a
group of cooperative sensor nodes acting together
into an environment to monitor an event of interest.
The wireless sensor networks (WSN) consists of
several autonomous sensor nodes with sensing,
processing and wireless communication capabilities.
These sensor nodes are distributed spatially to
monitor physical and environmental conditions, such
as temperature, pressure, humidity, vibration, sound,
motion or pollutants and cooperatively send the
sensed data to the end user through the network. Here
sensor nodes are battery-operated. So energy saving
is an important factor in WSN. To develop efficient
LEACH, the primary objectives of this paper to develop
a simulated environment of WSN having configurable
parameters, and to create efficient LEACH (EN-LEACH)
from LEACH on MATLAB for optimizing its various
parameters.

Figure 1: Wireless Sensor Network
There are two types of Wireless Sensor Networks:
Structured and Unstructured.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An unstructured Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one
that contains a dense collection of sensor nodes. Sensor
nodes may be deployed in a specific manner into the
field. In an unstructured Wireless Sensor Network- WSN
the network maintenance like managing connectivity
and detecting failures is difficult since there are so many
nodes. In a structured Wireless Sensor Network (WSN),
all the sensor nodes are deployed in a preplanned
manner. The advantage of a Structured WSN network is
that fewer nodes can be implemented with lower
network maintenance and management cost. Some
nodes can be deployed since nodes are placed at specific
locations to provide coverage while ad hoc deployment
can have uncovered regions.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been widely
considered as one of the most popular technologies for
recent years. The constant progress in wireless sensor
network technology makes it possible to implement the
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) in a variety of
scenarios. WSN consists of thousands of tiny sensor
nodes deployed in a physical environment for
observation of an event of interest. WSN consists of a
potentially large set of devices that are capable of
sensing, processing, and communicating physical
phenomenon to meet a common application task by
some kind of cooperation. The sensors in the locality of
an occasion must be able to monitor it and report back to
the sink sensor node. A sink sensor node can
communicate with the outside world such as laptop,
base station etc. A WSN typically has no infrastructure. It
consists of many sensor nodes (a few tens to thousands)
working together to monitor a region to obtain data
about the environment [1].
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1.1 LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive Clustering
Hierarchical): It is one of the energy efficient
hierarchical routing protocols. This routing protocol
uses a clustering method to transmit data to obtain an
advantage in the reduction of energy consumption. [5].
In this method whole network is divided into several
groups known as cluster and each cluster is ruled by a
cluster head which is randomly selected based on the
energy level. The other low energy node senses the data
from surrounding and transmits it to the cluster head,
where it aggregates and communicates it to Base Station.
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This method reduces energy consumption as the
transmission will only be done by a cluster head rather
than all sensor nodes.

3. RESULTS
MATLAB is good simulator for algorithms proposed for
WSN. So a study of MATLAB simulation environment is
required. We have done performance analysis of our
protocol using R2013b simulation environment.
Firstly, Homogeneous and Heterogeneous WSN were
created and simulations were obtained for Leach
Protocol in both the networks. After considering the
assumptions, the simulated environment execution
consists nodes describing their energy level as in the
following figure '+' describes the nodes having energy =
1, 'o' states the energy level 0 in the network. 'x'
represents the sink node in the simulated environment.
Then to assess the performance of the protocols, a set of
simulation runs were carried out. Further optimal
LEACH (EN-LEACH), a variant of LEACH for WSNs was
simulated. It represents the improved network lifetime
of WSN. The results and analysis conclude that ENLEACH implemented on MATLAB prolongs the lifetime
of the network.

2. APPROACHES
In Figure 2, a flowchart of LEACH is provided.

Figure 2: Flow Chart of LEACH

Figure 3: Homogeneous WSN vs. Heterogeneous WSN
Table 6.6: EN-LEACH Lifetime with different set of
Energies

LEACH executes the cluster creation intermittently.
Every cluster construction is considered as a round. The
LEACH protocol guarantees that every sensor will
become a cluster head exactly once every 1/p rounds
where p is a probability of becoming cluster head for
each node. Nodes which are selected as cluster heads in
the cu rent round cannot become cluster heads in next
1/p rounds. To make a decision for selecting the cluster
head, non-elected nodes which belong to set G, select a
random number between 0 and 1, and compare it to
their threshold value which is obtained from Equation 1.
If the random number is less than the threshold value,
the node becomes the cluster head in the current round
otherwise node is considered as normal node.
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4. CONCLUSION
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We also propose EN-LEACH, a new variant of LEACH that
can further be utilized in other clustering routing
protocols for better efficiency. EN-LEACH tends to
minimize network energy consumption by efficient
cluster head replacement after very first round and dual
transmitting power levels for intra cluster and cluster
head to base station communication. In EN-LEACH, a
cluster head will only be replaced when its energy falls
below certain threshold minimizing routing load of
protocol. Hence, cluster head replacement procedure
involves residual energy of cluster head at the start of
each round.
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